A very large C-loop in EGF domain IV is characteristic of the P28 family of ookinete surface proteins.
The P28 family of proteins are 28 kDa proteins expressed on the surface of sexual stages--zygote, ookinete and young oocyst stages--of Plasmodium species when the parasite resides inside the mosquito midgut. Together with P25 proteins, P28 proteins protect the parasite from the harsh proteolytic environment prevailing inside the mosquito midgut. Vaccines against these proteins induce antibodies in vertebrate hosts that are capable of inhibiting parasite development in the mosquito midgut, thus preventing transmission of the parasite from the mosquito to another human host. These transmission-blocking vaccines are helpful in reducing the burden caused by malaria, which affects 300-600 million, and kills 1-3 million, people annually. The purpose of this study was to structurally characterise six members of the P28 family of ookinete surface proteins with the help of homology modelling, to compare these proteins in terms of transmission blocking and host parasite interactions, and to analyse phylogenetic relationships within the P28 family and with the P25 family. Our results indicate that all the members of the P28 family studied have four EGF domains arranged in triangular fashion with a very big C loop present in EGF domain IV, which could serve as a diagnostic feature of the P28 family as this loop is absent in the P25 family of ookinete surface proteins. The models of the P28 family of ookinete surface proteins obtained may help in understanding the biology of the parasite inside the mosquito midgut, and in designing transmission-blocking vaccines against malaria in the absence of experimentally determined structures of these important surface proteins.